FOR THOSE WHO SET THEIR SIGHTS A BIT HIGHER THAN MOST.
The Sunfire Dynamic Series embodies contemporary design, timeless refinement and sonic performance that are singularly Sunfire. The three subwoofers in the DS line feature dual drive technology that’s forceful, rugged and elegant. Our subs have been designed and built by the same engineers responsible for creating the high performance HRS Series. Best yet, each meets the requirements of today’s room configurations and budgets.

Delivering Sunfire’s acclaimed blend of powerful bass with high resolution and high output, the DS Series boasts peak power of 600 watts from a dependable, cool-running Class D digital amp that’s wrapped in a small cabinet. They incorporate Sunfire’s proprietary Frequency Filtration Design™ (FFD) technology, which enables the listener to indulge their senses in low distortion, high-output performance from movies, music and games — with detailed, high fidelity playback for any source device.

High output, high fidelity and best value — these are the core attributes that make the Sunfire Dynamic Series subwoofers truly stand out.
Rear Panel Features

Variable adjustments: Volume, Phase, Crossover

Black Ash finish

Sunfire’s efficient digital amplifier consumes less than 0.5 watt in stand-by mode

Auto-sensing: on/off or always on

High-pass line level outputs

Gold plated left, right & dedicated LFE inputs

Conical feet minimize surface contact and reduce vibration

Front-firing, custom built driver

Acoustically matched down-firing Passive Radiator
Reproduce the Finest Music & Movie Details.

Performance gains an exuberant edge with the top of the line SDS12. Sophisticated and poised, the SDS12 is designed for larger spaces, producing a massive 600 watts of peak power from our own Class D digital amplifier. The sub features our Sunfire Dual-Drive system: a front-firing, 12” custom-built Sunfire active driver acoustically matched to a 12” down-firing passive radiator. The FFD technology delivers the spectral balance required to reproduce the finest musical detail found in your favorite music and movie sources. From chest-pounding special effects to incredibly tight musical passages, the SDS12 is one more reason the critics and consumers prefer Sunfire.

SDS12
12” Dual-Drive Powered Subwoofer

Design Features
- Front firing 12” active woofer
- Down firing 12” passive radiator
- 300W RMS; 600W Peak Power Rating
- Class D Amplifier with FFD technology
- Soft clipping circuit in amplifier
- Output: 106 dB
- Frequency response: 28Hz - 150Hz
- Black ash vinyl cabinet finish
- Optional 2.4GHz Wireless Transmitter and Receiver for no-new-wires installation

Rear Panel Features
- Gold plated left, right & LFE inputs
- Gold plated high-pass line level outputs
- Variable crossover, phase and volume controls

ORDER NUMBER
SDS12
SDS12230 (230V)

Dimensions
- H 16.6” x W 14.6” x D 15.5”
  (422 x 370 x 394 mm)

Ship Dimensions
- 20.7” x 19.8” x 21.4”
  (526 x 503 x 544 mm)

Weight
- 35 lbs (15.9 kg)

Ship Weight
- 41 lbs (18.6 kg)

Limited Warranty
- Three Years
Sunfire’s SDS10 brings the movie theater experience home in an unprecedented performance package. A Class D digital amplifier that delivers peak power output of 500 watts is matched to a 10" custom Sunfire active driver and 10" down-firing passive radiator. And, if that’s not enough, the SDS10’s wide-band, energy efficient Class D amplifier that produces really high output while only consuming a half a watt of energy in standby mode. Sunfire’s FFD technology delivers superior fidelity with lower distortion, making movie and music nights at home a lot more fun than going out on the town.

**SDS10**  
10" Dual-Drive Powered Subwoofer

**Design Features**
- Front firing 10" active woofer
- Down firing 10" passive radiator
- 250W RMS, 500W Peak Power Rating
- Class D Amplifier with FFD technology
- Soft clipping circuit in amplifier
- Output: 103 dB
- Frequency response: 30Hz - 150Hz
- Black ash vinyl cabinet finish
- Optional 2.4GHz Wireless Transmitter and Receiver for no-new-wires installation

**Rear Panel Features**
- Gold plated left, right & LFE inputs
- Gold plated high-pass line level outputs
- Variable crossover, phase and volume controls
This sub is the perfect choice for small to medium sized rooms where small size and high output are on the essentials list. It all begins with a Sunfire Class D digital amplifier that delivers a big 400 watts of reliable peak power. It’s delivered to our Sunfire Dual-Drive system: a front-firing, 8” custom-built active driver acoustically matched to an 8” down-firing passive radiator. The result: a technical achievement that produces much higher output than conventional single-driver designs. That is why when big bass and a small space are your reality, there is no better sub than Sunfire’s SDS8.

SDS8
8” Dual-Drive Powered Subwoofer

Design Features
- Front firing 8” active woofer
- Down firing 8” passive radiator
- 200W RMS, 400W Peak Power Rating
- Class D Amplifier with FFD technology
- Soft clipping circuit in amplifier
- Output: 100 dB
- Frequency response: 32Hz - 150Hz
- Black ash vinyl cabinet finish
- Optional 2.4GHz Wireless Transmitter and Receiver for no-new-wires installation

Rear Panel Features
- Gold plated left, right & LFE inputs
- Gold plated high-pass line level outputs
- Variable crossover, phase and volume controls

ORDER NUMBER
SDS8
SDS8230 (230V)

Dimensions
- H 13.6” x W 11.7” x D 12.5”
  (345 x 297 x 318 mm)
Ship Dimensions
- 17.8” x 17.0” x 18.5”
  (452 x 432 x 470 mm)
Weight
- 20 lbs (9.1 kg)
Ship Weight
- 24 lbs (10.9 kg)
Limited Warranty
- Three Years
When it comes to placing your SDS subwoofer in the optimal location, Sunfire’s 2.4 GHz wireless kit is designed to make set up easy. No drilling or pulling wire. Just access a power outlet near the sub and you’re ready for plug-and-play bass. If you want to run two subwoofers, just add a second wireless Sunfire receiver.

SDSWITX / SDSWIRX
Wireless Transmitter / Receiver

Design Features
- Purpose-built for subwoofer applications
- Digital transmission
- Maximum of two subs per transmitter
- Wireless range 8.7m (29 feet) max (one transmitter/one receiver)
  5.1m (17 feet) max (one transmitter/two receivers)
Sunfire: the foremost name in small, incredibly powerful subwoofers and home theater audio. Sunfire combines unconventional thinking with precision engineering to create innovative subwoofers that deliver exceptional performance.